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D
uring recent years, biomet
rics (automated methods of 
recognizing a person based 
on physiological or behav

ioral characteristics) have received a 
great deal of public attention. Since 
Sept. 11th, interest in biometric tech
nologies to help improve public safe
ty has increased dramatically. The 
media have reported extensively on 
the increasing use of biometrics in 
such diverse environments as air
ports, banks, defense facilities, casi
nos and correctional institutions. 
Additionally, Hollywood continues to 
sensationalize biometrics in movies 
and on television. So which pieces of 
the hype are accurate, and which are 
not? What does a correctional admin
istrator need to know when consider
ing use of a biometric technology? 
This article discusses five of the most 
prevalent myths about biometrics 
technology today. 

Myth No. 1: Biometrics work the 
way people in the news or in televi-
sion/movies say it does. 

In an effort to present both sides 
of the story, most news articles show 
two conflicting positions. Naturally, 
proponents of the technology over
state biometrics’ capabilities while 
opponents of it understate its capa
bilities. As with most public debates, 
the truth is somewhere in the middle 
of the two viewpoints. One should 
also be wary of believing that a tech
nology works the same way it is por
trayed on television or in the movies. 
Producers of these clips are much 
more interested in advancing their 
storylines or getting a gee-whiz 
response from the audience than 
they are of showcasing accurate 
capabilities of a technology. Although 

biometric technology can be success
fully used for many applications 
today, the bottom line for correction
al administrators is that it is still a 
maturing technology that has its limi
tations. 
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Myth No. 2: A person can simply 
buy a biometric technology, plug it 
in and it works. 

External factors play a huge role 
in how well a biometric technology 
will work. Before selecting a technol
ogy, the environment in which it 
could be installed must be thorough
ly examined. Questions to ask 
include: 

•	 What are the lighting condi
tions (types of light, place
ment)? 

•	 How many users will there be? 
•	 What are the characteristics of 

the user (physical abilities, 
technology-savvy, easy/rough 
on equipment)? 

•	 Will the device be employed 
covertly or overtly? 

•	 What is the required through
put rate? 

•	 How much time will pass from 
initial enrollment to subse
quent uses? 

•	 What is the environment in 
which it will be installed (tem
peratures, humidity, dust level, 
inside/outside)? 

•	 How secure must it be? 

The National Institute of Justice 
and the Space and Naval Warfare Sys
tems Center (SPAWAR) are conduct
ing an ongoing biometrics field-test in 
the Naval Correctional Facility in 
Charleston, S.C. The purpose is to 
answer two basic questions: Which 
biometrics function most effectively 
in a prison or jail environment? And 
is further development of existing 
technologies necessary to meet the 
special needs of prisons and jails? 
Thus far, this project has evaluated 
five different biometrics technologies 
with mixed results. Consistent with 
the general consensus of others, the 
preliminary results obtained in a cor
rectional environment indicate that 
iris recognition is the most accurate 
method, while facial recognition pro
duces the most mismatches. This 
assessment will vary considerably for 
other applications, even those within 
corrections. The bottom line is that 
correctional administrators consider
ing use of biometrics must answer 
the above questions before selecting 
any biometric technology. 

Myth No. 3: Biometric technology 
works for everyone. 

Not everyone can use a biometric 
device. Some devices are physical in 
nature and must be planned for prior 
to installation. For example, physical 
laborers who routinely use their 
hands typically have worn finger
prints and a mute person cannot be 
recognized using speaker recogni
tion. Other people simply cannot be 
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recognized by some biometric sys- The article, “Evaluating Technology the world in the January 2000 MIT 
tems. These individuals are some- Properly — Three Easy Steps to Suc- Technology Review. There is little 
times referred to as “goats” of that cess,” published in the July 2001 doubt that biometrics technologies 
particular system. Although these issue of Corrections Today, provides will, over time, result in profound and 
numbers are small, they also need to several ideals to follow when evaluat lasting change in corrections. At a 
be considered. In addition, physical ing technology and the three differ- minimum, correctional administra
changes will occur with age or injury. ent types of evaluations. Correctional tors must stay well-informed as bio-
Fingerprints, for example, become administrators must understand that metric technologies evolve. The abili
harder to read with changes caused it is only by following these evalua ty to separate myth from reality is 
by cuts that leave scars. Last, some tion ideals and performing all three critical. 
individuals may simply refuse to use types of evaluations that they will be To learn more about biometrics, 
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capabilities and limitations of the using biometric technology for spe multiple search options so visitors 
device and the institution’s data cific applications, with straightfor can find the information they want — 
security policy will minimize these ward performance statistics. and only the information they want 
concerns. Biometric enrollment is Biometric technology is still very — quickly and easily. Adding a post-
not a one-time action. Procedures much an emerging technology. As ing to the Biometrics Catalog is free 
must provide for periodically updat such, most individuals familiar with it and encouraged. The catalog also 
ing biometric data for each enrollee. have a scientific rather than an oper provides an introduction to biomet

ational background. More opera rics and information on evaluating 
Myth No. 4: Results from any bio tional users have become interested biometrics. 
metric test can be used to help in the technology since 2001, but 
determine if a biometric is right for both sides are still learning to effec- Allan Turner, DPA, is a research pro-
an individual. tively communicate with each other. fessor at George Mason University in 

The good news is that NIJ is heavily Fairfax, Va., and a visiting scientist at 
A biometric device is not a com involved in bringing technologists the National Institute of Justice’s 

puter mouse — it cannot simply be and corrections practitioners togeth- Office of Science and Technology in 
plugged in and expected to work at er to discuss these issues, as well as Washington, D.C. Duane Blackburn is 
any location for any related purpose. performing well-documented evalua a program manager for the National 
Selection of a biometric technology tions. This helps the technology Institute of Justice and the Department 
or vendor is application-specific. mature as well as develop a correc of Defense Counterdrug Technology 
What is by far the best selection for tions knowledge base for future Development Program Office in 
application X may be a terrible selec installations. Dahlgren, Va. 
tion for application Y, even if the two Biometrics was named one of the 
applications seem somewhat similar. top 10 technologies that will change 
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